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Abstract—Nanoscale processor designs pose new challenges not
encountered in the world of conventional CMOS designs and man-
ufacturing. Nanoscale devices based on crossed semiconductor
nanowires (NWs) have promising characteristics in addition
to providing great density advantage over conventional CMOS
devices. This density advantage could, however, be easily lost
when assembled into nanoscale systems and especially after tech-
niques dealing with high defect rates and manufacturing related
layout/doping constraints are incorporated. Most conventional
defect/fault-tolerance techniques are not suitable in nanoscale
designs because they are designed for very small defect rates and
assume arbitrary layouts for required circuits. Reconfigurable
approaches face fundamental challenges including a complex
interface between the micro and nano components required for
programming. In this paper, we present our work on adding
fault-tolerance to all components of a processor implemented on a
2-D semiconductor NW fabric called nanoscale application specific
integrated circuits (NASICs). We combine and explore structural
redundancy, built-in nanoscale error correcting circuitry, and
system-level redundancy techniques and adapt the techniques to
the NASIC fabric. Faulty signals caused by defects and other error
sources are masked on-the-fly at various levels of granularity.
Faults can be masked at up to 15% rates, while maintaining a 7
density advantage compared to an equivalent CMOS processor
at projected 18-nm technology. Detailed analysis of yield, density,
and area tradeoffs is provided for different error sources and fault
distributions.

Index Terms—Defect tolerance, fault tolerance, nanoscale
fabrics, nanoscale processors, nanoscale application specific inte-
grated circuit (NASIC), semiconductor nanowires (NWs).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE RECENT progress on manufacturing and assembling
of semiconductor nanowires (NWs) is driving researchers

to explore possible circuits and architectures. Examples of pro-
posed architectures include [7]–[10].
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A fabric architecture proposed based on NWs and targeting
datapaths is the nanoscale application specific integrated circuit
(NASIC) [13]. NASIC is a tile-based fabric built on 2-D NW
grids. Based on NASICs, nanoscale processors are being ex-
plored. For example, the Wire Streaming Processor (WISP-0)
[14] is a processor design that exercises several NASIC design
principles and optimizations. In this paper we use NASIC as the
underlying fabric and evaluate the impact of built-in fault-tol-
erance techniques on WISP-0’s yield and area. Additionally,
WISP-0’s density is compared with an equivalent CMOS ver-
sion developed with state-of-the-art conventional CAD tools
and scaled to projected technologies at the end of the Inter-
national Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS)-de-
fined semiconductor roadmap.

Two main directions have been proposed to handle de-
fects/faults at nanoscale: reconfiguration and built-in fault
tolerance. Most conventional built-in defect/fault-tolerance
techniques, however, are not suitable in nanoscale designs
because they were designed for very small defect rates and
assume arbitrary layouts for required circuits. Moreover, the
circuits used for fault correction are often assumed to be defect
free, which cannot be guaranteed in nanoscale fabrics.

Secondly, if reconfigurable devices are available, defective de-
vices might be replaceable after manufacturing. Reconfiguration
based approaches, however, include significant technical chal-
lenges: i) highly complex interfaces are required between micro
and nano circuits for accessing defect maps and reprogramming
around defects—this is considered by many researchers a serious
manufacturing challenge due to the alignment requirement of a
large number of NWs with programming microwires (MWs); ii)
special reconfigurable nanodevices are needed requiring unique
materials with programmable and reversible characteristics; iii)
an accurate defect map has to be extracted through a limited
number of pins from a fabric with perhaps orders of magnitude
more devices than in conventional designs.

In addition to the potentially intractable complexity, it might
notalwaysbepossibletocorrectlyextractsuchamapfromafabric
with very high defect rates. Reconfiguration has been proposed
at higher levels (e.g., node level in [15]) where it may not require
a fully accurate defect map, assuming that self-checking at node-
level is supported.However, thecomplexityofanodemightmake
the nanoscale implemnetation almost always defective.

Furthermore, reconfiguration-based approaches would pri-
marily address permanent defects; it might be difficult, if not
unfeasible, to work around faults caused by device parameter
variations visible only for certain input combinations, or in-
ternal/external noise related faults that are transient.

Alternatively, as shown in this paper, we can introduce fault
tolerance at various granularities, such as fabric, circuit, and ar-
chitecture levels, to make nanoscale designs functional even in
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the presence of errors, while carefully managing area tradeoffs.
Such built-in fault tolerance could possibly address more than
just permanent defects. Faults caused by speed irregularities due
to device parameter variations, noise, and other transient errors
could be potentially masked. Compared with reconfiguration
based approaches, this strategy also simplifies the micro-nano
interfacing: no access to every crosspoint in the nanoarray is
necessary. Furthermore, a defect map is not needed and the de-
vices used do not have to be reconfigurable.

In this paper, we introduce several fault-tolerance techniques
into all parts of WISP-0 while simultaneously managing their
area efficiency. The fault tolerance approach used is based on
both structural/fabric redundancy, built-in error-correcting (EC)
circuitry at nanoscale, and CMOS-based voting at the archi-
tectural level. Error correction in general has been proposed
by other researchers for nanoscale designs [17], [18], however,
error correction was used either in memory or at the interface
between micro and nanoscale circuits. When used in arithmetic
circuits, e.g., with residue codes [27], [47], components of the
correcting circuitry are often assumed to be defect free, and/or,
such as in the case of arithmetic with stochastic computing and
serialized data [36] operand lengths are increased prohibitively.

We are the first to apply an EC technique directly on a logic
and fabric with significant layout constraints and the first group
to evaluate a nanoscale processor design with a combination
of EC, structural, and system-level techniques. The combined
techniques make redundant circuits more tuned for specific de-
signs and better tradeoff between area overhead and fault toler-
ance can be achieved. For example, our simulation results show
that a hybrid fault tolerance approach is up to 11 better than
2-way structural redundancy alone in terms of its achieved yield
on WISP-0. It gives a 12% improvement at 2% defect rate, a
103% improvement at 5% defect rate, and 11 at 10% defect
rate. The improvement in the density-yield product compared to
2-way redundancy alone is 52% at 5% defect rate and 4.2 at
10% defect rate.

We found that the yield of WISP-0 is as high as 20% at 10%
defective devices while the density of this design is still 7
denser1 than of the 18-nm equivalent CMOS processor. Much
additional experimental data for various fault rates and error
sources is provided. The paper is organized as follows.

In Section II, we provide a brief overview of NASICs and
WISP-0. The fault model is described in Section III. Section IV
describes the built-in fault tolerance techniques. The yield
and density simulation results for WISP-0 with uniformly
distributed and clustered faults are provided in Section V. A
detailed comparison with a CMOS WISP-0 designed with
conventional CAD tools is shown in Section V-B. Section VI
shows a sensitivity analysis including the impact of a larger
NW pitch on the density of WISP-0. Section VII estimates
delay and power consumption. Section VIII discusses related
work. Section IX concludes the paper.

II. NASICS AND WISP-0 PROCESSOR

A. Overview of NASICs

NASIC designs use field-effect transistor (FETs) on 2-D
semiconductor NWs to implement logic functions; various

13� when structural redundancy is combined with CMOS TMR. The NW
pitch assumed is 10 nm.

Fig. 1. 1-bit NASIC full adder in dynamic style.

optimizations are applied to work around layout and manu-
facturing constraints as well as defects [10], [13]. While still
based on cascaded 2-level logic style, e.g., AND–OR, NASIC
designs are optimized according to specific applications to
achieve higher density and defect/fault-masking. The selection
of this logic family is due to its simplicity and applicability
on a 2-D style fabric where arbitrary placement and routing is
not possible. Furthermore, due to manufacturing constraints
(such as layout and uniform doping in each NW dimension) it
may be impossible to use, for example, complementary devices
close to each other, such as in CMOS or orient devices in
arbitrary ways. By using dynamic circuits and pipelining on
the wires, NASICs eliminate the need for explicit flip-flops in
many areas of the design and therefore can improve the density
considerably [12].

Fig. 1 demonstrates the design of a simple 1-bit NASIC full
adder in dynamic style [14]. The signals ndis, neva, ppre, and
peva, correspond to discharge, evaluation, precharge and evalu-
ation phases on the different NWs. Each nanotile is surrounded
by microwires (MWs) (thicker wires in the figure), which carry

, (or ) and control signals for the dynamic style eval-
uation of outputs. In multi-tile designs, local communication be-
tween adjacent nanotiles is provided by NWs. For more details,
please refer to [10]–[14].

B. Single-Type Versus Complementary-Type NASICs

In order to produce complementary FETs, two different types
of doped NWs must be used. Complementary FETs have been
demonstrated in zinc oxide [35], silicon [33], and germanium
[34], but in all cases differences in transport properties were
found between the two types, sometimes much greater than
those seen in today’s traditional CMOS FETs. By suitably
modifying the NASIC dynamic control scheme and circuit
style, we can implement arbitrary logic functions with one type
of FETs in NASICs. A design using only n-type FETs will
implement a NAND–NAND cascaded scheme whereas a design
using only p-type FETs will implement a NOR–NOR scheme.
Fundamentally, these are equivalent with the original AND–OR.
These schemes may thus be used with manufacturing processes
where complementary devices are difficult to achieve. The
1-bit adder example with nFETs is shown in Fig. 2. A detailed
analysis of the control scheme for this circuit is beyond the
scope of this paper; we refer the interested reader to [16] for
more details.
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Fig. 2. nFET only version of a 1-bit adder using the NAND–NAND cascaded
scheme. The FET channel is oriented along the length of the rectangle in both
horizontal and vertical NWs in the figure; arrows show propagation of data
through the tile.

C. Overview of the WISP-0 Processor

WISP-0 is a stream processor that implements a 5-stage
pipelined streaming architecture. Each stage is implemented
in its own nanotile. NWs are used to provide communication
between adjacent nanotiles. Each nanotile is surrounded by
MWs which carry ground, power supply voltage, and some
control signals. Additionally, in order to preserve the density
advantages of nanodevices, data is streamed through with
minimal control/feedback paths. With the help of dynamic
Nanolatches [12], intermediate values during processing are
stored on the wire without requiring explicit latching. Support
is assumed in the compiler to avoid hazards. WISP-0 uses a
3-bit opcode and 2-bit operands. It supports many different
arithmetic operations including multiplication.

Fig. 3 shows the layout. A nanotile is shown as a box sur-
rounded by dashed lines. More details about the various circuits
used can be found in [12]–[14]. In this paper, we use WISP-0 to
evaluate the efficiency of our fault-tolerance techniques which
are added to all circuits.

D. Manufacturing of NASICs

NASIC manufacturing can be done with a combination of
self-assembly and more conventional top–down manufacturing
steps. It is useful to review this before a fault model can be
discussed. NASICs do not require reconfigurable devices.2

The interfacing between the micro and the nano components
is therefore limited to input–output (I /O) signals as no program-
ming related interfacing and decoders are needed. Nevertheless,
there are a number of other key manufacturing challenges that
still remain. To manufacture NASIC fabrics, we envision the fol-
lowing main process steps.

Prepare and align NWs as follows.
• Grow NWs to a certain diameter under the control

of seed catalysts [1] or by other methods. During the
growth NWs are lightly doped for semiconductivity [2].
For single-type FET NASICs, only one type of doping

2Some of our earlier papers on NASICs assumed reconfigurable FETs. How-
ever, if built-in fault tolerance is added that is not necessary.

Fig. 3. Floorplan of the WISP-0 processor.

is used for both horizontal and vertical NWs. For NA-
SICs with both types of FETs, each NW set (horizontal
versus vertical) will need to be differently doped.

• NWs can be aligned into parallel horizontal and ver-
tical sets with Langmuir–Blodgett techniques [3]. De-
pending on the NW pitch assumed, other approaches re-
lying on soft lithographic techniques [37] or based on
using grooves to align NWs on a substrate might be pos-
sible.

Create FETs, metallic interconnect between FET channels,
gate regions, and form 2-D NW grid.
• Regions on both the horizontal and vertical

NWs—where there should be no FET channels—are
first metalized over with the help of a lithographic
mask. The resolution required is 2NW pitches (e.g.,
20 nm 20 nm at a 10-nm NW pitch). While this
resolution can be fairly demanding depending on the
size of the NW pitch, the shape and size of these regions
do not have to be precise. A crosspoint area has a
rectangular shape proportional with the NW width—as
opposed to the typically larger NW pitch. A metalized
crosspoint region can, therefore, be of any shape up
to a —beyond that size
another crosspoint could be covered causing a defect.
This process step is, therefore, likely less challenging
than a lithographic process in conventional CMOS with
a similar feature size requiring exact shapes, sizes,
and straight edges. Lithographic techniques with a
resolution required for this step have been reported in
[4], [5]. Nevertheless, we expect this process step to
be a key factor in determining the actual NW pitch
that can be manufactured. The misalignment of this
lithographic mask could generate stuck-short defects,
e.g., when some FET channels, that should normally be
part of the design, are metalized over. As will be shown
in the following sections, these defects can be masked
fairly well with a combination of built-in fault-tolerance
techniques. In the evaluation section, we also explore
the impact of larger NW pitches on the density of the
WISP-0 design. A larger NW pitch could facilitate
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manufacturing designs, even before all process steps
are worked out.

• Metallization of the NW gate regions can be done for
each set of NWs in conjunction with the previous metal-
lization step. The required resolution for gate regions is
fairly low as each logic plane will have either its entire
horizontal or all its vertical NWs acting as gates. After
being metalized, the gate regions will need to be covered
with an oxide shell. Once this step is completed, a 2-D
NW grid can be assembled by moving one NW set on
top of the other.

• A fine-grained metallization step is essentially re-
sponsible for creating the FET channels, creating the
metallic interconnects between the FETs, and extending
the metallic segments created in the earlier metalliza-
tion step. Before this step, the assembled 2-D NW grid
contains some metallic regions corresponding to: i)
crosspoints where no FET channels are needed and ii)
gate regions; other segments of the NWs remain doped
as required for the FET channels. FET channels can be
distinguished at the crosspoints by using one layer of
NWs as a fine-grained mask over the other layer during
a final metallization step. This step needs to be com-
pleted for both dimensions of a nanogrid—flipping of
the structure might be required. After this, channels are
formed at grid crosspoints (see, for example, the process
in [6] with NiSi), in both dimensions, because the top
layer protects the bottom NW from being metalized
over; at the same time, the FET channels become auto-
matically connected with small metallic NW segments.
Crosspoint regions that have already been metalized in
the previous step would remain metallic and would not
be affected by this step.

MWs and contacts.
• Can be added with lithographic process steps.

As discussed in this section, while key individual steps have
been demonstrated in laboratory settings (e.g., FETs at NW
crosspoints, NW growth and specialization, NW alignment,
and fine-grained metallization with the help of NWs to create
FET channels), combining the necessary manufacturing steps
remains a challenging and unproven process. By working on
nanoscale fabrics and architectures, the research community
can, however, expose these requirements and tradeoffs between
manufacturability and system-level capabilities, fueling more
focused research on manufacturing techniques required for
assembling nanoscale systems. More on the manufacturing
related differences between various proposed nanoscale fabrics
is discussed in Section VIII-B.

III. SOURCES OF ERROR AND FAULT MODEL IN NASICS

A. Types and Sources of Error

Sources of error include permanent defects, process and en-
vironmental variation related errors, transient errors, as well as
internal and external noise related ones.

Permanent defects are mainly caused by the manufac-
turing process. The small NW dimensions combined with
the self-assembly process, driven by the promise of cheaper
manufacturing, is expected to contribute to high defect rates in
nanoscale designs. Examples of permanent defects in NASIC
fabrics would include malfunctioning FET devices, broken

NWs, bridging faults between NWs, and contact problems
between controlling MWs and NWs. For example, in a process
that requires the metallization of segments connecting NASIC
FETs, the channels of transistors could be metalized over
and therefore stuck-on. The NWs used as gate control have
a core-shell structure [22] and, therefore, if a shell is thicker
than expected, the FETs controlled by these gates may have
no bias applied. Prevalent defect types are also dependent
on the types of transistors used. The FET channels will be
conducting for depletion mode FETs [19] but will be cut off
for enhancement-mode FETs [20]. This means that when the
FET has no bias applied it would be either always conducting
(easier to tolerate) or would be cut off (much harder to tolerate)
depending on its type.

Process variation related errors are caused by speed devia-
tions due to device parameter variations. These errors occur typ-
ically for certain input combinations as a result of larger than
expected circuit delays for those input combinations. While the
actual parameter variation in NASIC depends on the manufac-
turing process ultimately used (so this data is currently not avail-
able), research from deep sub-micron CMOS technology under-
lines the seriousness of this problem. We project that delay vari-
ations in NASICs would be caused by doping variations on the
NWs used for channels and by channel length variations caused
by the metallization process that separates FETs from each other
(by creating small metallic interconnects between them) and
they could be fairly significant.

Internal noise related faults caused by higher frequency and
crosstalk between NWs are to be expected in fabrics like NA-
SICs where NWs are placed close to each other. The NASIC
control and the dynamic logic used could also affect noise
margins. External noise factors such as radiation could be also
present: with small dimensions, there might be an increasing
likelihood that an a-particle, neutron or proton hitting the
chip would cause transient faults. Other noise sources such as
electromagnetic interference and electrostatic discharge could
cause permanent faults [37].

Overall, we expect that these faults and process variation re-
lated ones will be less of a problem in NASICs compared to
manufacturing defects, but factors to account for nevertheless.
Our objective in the NASIC project is to address all these dif-
ferent sources of errors in a uniform manner with built-in fault
tolerance techniques at fabric, circuit, and architecture levels.
This paper is a snapshot of our efforts to date.

B. Fault Model Assumed

In NASICs we consider a fairly generic model with both uni-
form and clustered defects and three main types of permanent
defects: NWs may be broken, the transistors at the crosspoints
may be stuck-on (no active transistor at crosspoint) or stuck-off
(channel is switched off). A stuck-off transistor can also be
treated as a broken NW. The initial thinking is that the more
common defect type is due to stuck-on FETs as a consequence
of the metallization process used. NASIC fabrics require a mask
at a 2NW pitch for one of their metallization steps (to avoid
channels at crosspoints where no FETs are placed). Stuck-off
FETs are also less likely especially in depletion mode fabrics.
Recent thinking from [24] suggests that we will be able to con-
trol the reliability of NWs fairly well so broken NWs will be
likely less frequent than stuck-on FETs.
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Fig. 4. Simple NASIC circuit with built-in redundancy.

In this paper, we consider defect rates of up to 15%. As
suggested by other researchers, the defect levels in nanofabrics
are in a few percent range [2]. During our initial work we found
that defect rates greater than 15% would likely eliminate the
density benefits of nanoscale fabrics compared to projected
CMOS, in the context of microprocessor designs. Fabrics with
higher defect rates might still be applicable as replacement
technology for field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) and
structured ASICs: e.g., if look-up tables for programming of
interconnect in FPGAs could be replaced with programmable
devices; the lost density due to high defect rates will likely be
offset.

In addition to permanent defects, other error sources such as
due to process variation and transient faults are also discussed.
Both uniformly distributed and clustered faults are modeled.

IV. BUILT-IN FAULT-TOLERANCE IN NASICS

A. Circuit-Level and Structural Redundancy

Fig. 4 shows a simple example of a NASIC circuit imple-
menting an AND–OR logic function with built-in redundancy:
redundant copies of NWs are added and redundant signals are
created and logically merged in the logic planes with the reg-
ular signals. To make the masking mechanism work, we also
modify the dynamic circuit style reported in our prior work [12].
We use different clocking schemes for horizontal and vertical
NWs: this, we have found empirically to yield better results.
As shown in Fig. 4, horizontal NWs are predischarged to “0”
and then evaluated. Vertical NWs are instead precharged to “1”
and then evaluated. The circuit implements the logic function

; is the redundant copy of and so on. Signal
and are called a NW pair.

A NASIC design is effectively a connected chain of AND–OR

(or equivalent) logic planes. Our objective is to mask defects/
faults either in the logic stage where they occur or following
ones. For example, a break on a horizontal NW in the AND plane
(see, for example, position “A” in the figure) causes the signal
on the NW to be “0.” This is because the NW is disconnected
from . The faulty “0” signal can, however, be masked by
the following logic OR plane if the corresponding duplicated/
redundant NW is not defective.

A NW break at position “B” can be masked by the AND plane
in the next stage. Similar masking can be achieved for breaks
on vertical NWs. Stuck-off FETs can be modeled as broken
NWs; the defect tolerance would work as described above. For

Fig. 5. Interleaving NWs and adding weak pull-up/down NWs to reduce
hard-to-mask regions. The bottom circuit has interleaved vertical NWs and
weak pull-down NW between the AND and OR planes.

stuck-on FETs, the situation is relatively simpler as each FET
has its redundant copy: if one of the two transistors is stuck-on,
the circuit still works.

B. Improving Fault-Tolerance by Interleaving NWs

While the previous technique can mask many types of de-
fects, faults at certain positions are difficult to mask. For ex-
ample, if there is a break at position “C” in Fig. 4, the bottom
horizontal NW is disconnected from ground preventing predis-
charge. The signal on this NW may potentially retain a logic “1”
from a previous evaluation. Because of OR logic on the vertical
NWs, the two vertical NWs would then be set to logic “1.” Since
both outputs on the vertical NWs are faulty, the error cannot be
masked in the next stage. In Fig. 4, the thicker segments along
the horizontal NWs show the locations at which faults are diffi-
cult to mask. We call these segments hard-to-mask segments.

For nanotiles with multiple outputs, a particular arrangement
of output NWs and their redundant copies could significantly re-
duce the size of hard-to mask segments. This is shown in Fig. 5:
Fig. 5(a) presents a design in which each output NW and its re-
dundant copy are adjacent to each other. In this arrangement,
all segments to the right of the leftmost output NW pair [ and

in Fig. 5(a)] are hard to mask. Alternatively, the interleaved
version in Fig. 5(b), shows an arrangement in which the output
NWs and their redundant copies are separated into two groups
( and form one group; and form another group). In
this case, the size of the hard-to-mask segments is reduced. In
general, the size of hard-to-mask segments can be reduced in
larger scale designs to half, i.e., to half of the region covered by
the vertical NWs plus the segment related to the control FET.
This latter region is fixed and for most designs adds a negligible
area. Interleaving is also helpful in masking clustered defects
because duplicated NWs are set apart from one another.

C. Adding Weak Pull-Up/Down NWs

Even after built-in redundancy and careful interleaving, there
are still some hard-to-mask segments remaining: for example,
the thick lines in Fig. 5(b). A possible solution to mitigate this
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problem is to insert weak pull-down vertical wires between the
AND and OR planes. The idea is to pull down (or up depending
on logic plane) floating inputs, due to broken NWs, that would
cause logic faults: e.g., a floating “1” input to an OR plane
that would make the OR logic always compute “1.” Modifying
floating signals to a preferred logic level would allow masking
in following logic planes.

A weak pull-down NW does not affect operation if there are
no defects, but introduces a performance tradeoff when there
are defects, by slowing the circuit down somewhat. It also con-
tributes to leakage power. At each crosspoint between a vertical
pull-down wire and horizontal NWs there is a resistance created.
This resistance has to be made larger than the switch-on resis-
tance (estimated to be smaller than 10 M according to [2], [3])
of a depletion-mode FET and smaller than the switch-off resis-
tance (over 10 G ). We are currently building a detailed SPICE
simulator that would enable us to explore the performance trade-
offs due to these added wires in more detail. To ease manufac-
turing one could also use MWs instead of the NWs to implement
weak pull-up/down wires.

D. Adding CMOS TMR

Voting-based techniques such as triple modular redundancy
(TMR) [30] have been used extensively before. To be efficient,
voting requires that the probability of a defect in the voting
circuit is much smaller than in the design it is applied to.
This is clearly the case in conventional technology. TMR is
not applicable as is in NASIC designs because at 5%–15%
fabric defect rates the TMR circuits themselves would be
likely defective.

Nevertheless, in pipelined processor designs one could add
TMR, e.g., with majority voting, at certain points in a design
in CMOS, without affecting throughput significantly. If each
nanotile has two extra identical replicas, we could vote either at
each stage or on the final outputs. Voting helps where the other
nanoscale techniques leave faulty outputs.

E. Nanoscale EC Circuits

1) Hamming Distance: The Hamming distance between two
input codes is defined as the number of bits that is different.
For example, the Hamming distance between “000” and “001”
is 1. For the simple 1-bit adder design in Fig. 1, the minimum
Hamming distance between the input codes is 1. Therefore,
in that example, we cannot tolerate any defect on vertical
NWs.

By adding redundant bits to the input signals, we are able
to increase the minimum Hamming distance of input codes. In
the 2-way redundancy example shown in Fig. 4, the input codes
are simply duplicated and the Hamming distance is increased
to 2. With a minimum Hamming distance of 2, the design with
2-way redundancy can tolerate 1-bit error on the input signals.
In the following subsection, we will show the required circuit-
level modification to achieve error-correction with built-in EC
circuits and redundant code signals, for a more efficient defect
masking.

2) EC Code Background: Achieving a certain Hamming dis-
tance between codes with minimum redundant bits is a well-
known problem in the communication area. These codes called
as EC codes are widely used to correct signal errors in noisy

channels. Various kinds of EC codes have been proposed and
used; the Hamming code is one of the most popular codes due
to its simplicity [23].

Considering a set of 3-bit codes {“000,” “001,” “010,” “011,”
“100,” “101,” “110,” “111”}, the minimum Hamming distance
between these codes is 1. By adding three redundant bits to the
codes, we can achieve a Hamming distance of 3. The redundant
bits (shown in parentheses below) are not unique according to
the coding theory. An example of a new code set is {“(000)000,”
“(011)001,” “(101)010,” “(110)011,” “(110)100,” “(101)101,”
“(011)110,” “(000)111”}. Obviously, this code set is more ef-
ficient than the one created by a simple signal duplication used
in 2-way redundancy—which achieves a Hamming distance of
2 similarly with 3 added redundant bits.

In general, the number of required redundant bits is deter-
mined by the desired Hamming distance and the code width. For
a given Hamming distance, the EC code rate, defined as the ratio
between the original signal width and the width of all signals
including redundant ones, approaches 1 as the original signal
width gets large [23]—which means the relative overhead goes
down. For example, 11-bit wide signals would only need 4 re-
dundant bits to achieve a Hamming distance of 3.

Note that in traditional coding theory, codes for a 1-bit error
correcting require a Hamming distance of 3; codes for 2-bit error
correcting require a Hamming distance of 5. In general, codes
for -bit error correcting require a Hamming distance of
[23]. In NASICs, however, with Hamming distance of we can
tolerate defects on vertical NWs. This is because in the
case of permanent defects any input combination can only be
impacted in the same bit positions.

This paper focuses on Hamming codes; we are currently also
exploring a variety of other techniques such as based on BCH
codes [44], [45].

3) EC in NASICs: To apply the EC technique in NASICs,
redundant bits are added to original input signals for the desired
Hamming distance. Next, EC related FETs are added so as to
keep the output signals the same as outputs in original designs.

The following simple circuit in Fig. 6 (OR plane is omitted for
clarity) shows how to add error-correction to a NASIC circuit.
The AND logic outputs on the top horizontal NW and c on
the bottom NW. It is easy to see that one single defect makes
the output faulty: e.g., the defect shown on the right vertical
NW forces the output on the top horizontal NW to logic “1”
[Fig. 6(a)] for all input values. The output is set during evalua-
tion (neva is turned on).

To apply EC, as shown in Fig. 6(b), we add 2 redundant bits
( and and their complementary forms) to the original input
signals and . The values of and are related to the value
of . In this example, we choose “110” and “001” as possible
input combinations with a Hamming distance of 3. We then add
redundant vertical NWs for the redundant inputs. At each new
crosspoint [shown in the shadowed area in Fig. 6(b)], we place a
FET only if it does not impact the correct outputs. For example,
the output signal on the top horizontal NW should be “1” when

is “0.” Based on the input combinations we choose, and
are “1,” so we place 2 FETs at the corresponding crosspoints
[shown as nFETs on the top horizontal NW in the shadowed
area in Fig. 6(b)]. We can similarly set the crosspoints for the
second horizontal NW in the shadowed area. As mentioned, the
added overhead is of course smaller for larger designs.
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Fig. 6. Simple NASIC circuit. (a) Original design without defect-tolerance. (b) Design with the built-in EC technique.

Fig. 7. 1-bit NASIC full adder with EC. The circuits in the shadowed area are redundant circuits added for the purpose of error correction.

Let us analyze why this design can tolerate 2-bit errors on
vertical NWs. For example, assuming the input combination is
“001,” the output signal on the top horizontal NW should be
equal to “0” . If we, however, add 2 breaks on the vertical
NWs and [indicated by “X”s in Fig. 6(b)], the signals
on NWs and will be set to faulty “1” because they are
disconnected from . As a result, the FETs shown in the
circles in Fig. 6(b) will be switched on permanently. Without the
added circuits, the output signal on the top horizontal NW would
be forced to faulty “1.” However, the redundant signal (“0”
in the example) forces the output signal on the top horizontal
NW to a correct “0.” Similar analysis can be made for other
input combinations. Clearly, we can guarantee the correct output
signals on horizontal NWs even when any two vertical NWs
have defects. The key insight here is that the added FETs in the
EC circuit take over the role of any of the original FETs in case
they would become faulty or have incorrect input(s) and would
because of that not be able to affect the output.

With a Hamming distance of 3, the circuit in Fig. 6(b) can
tolerate any 2 defects on vertical NWs.

4) 1-bit NASIC Adder With EC: We apply EC on the 1-bit
NASIC adder using the method described above. The new adder
is shown in Fig. 7.

Three redundant bits ( , and ) are added for a Ham-
ming distance of 3. EC related FETs for these 3 redundant bits

are shown in the left-side shadowed area. Circuits in the left-
side shadowed area are actually helping in providing the cor-
rect output on each horizontal NW (input to the OR plane); the
right-hand side shadowed area is used to generate redundant
signals for the EC circuits in the next stage. This example also
shows how EC can be applied in cascaded circuits.

5) EC Combined With 2-Way Redundancy: There is one issue
with the EC technique: complementary signals are required for
proper functionality. However the product-term signals on hor-
izontal NWs are not complementary. Thus, it may not be fea-
sible to apply the EC technique for defects on horizontal NWs.
Creating a complementary version for each product-term is not
feasible on a 2-D fabric with this type of 2-level logic—we are
currently investigating other logic style based on mixed AND/
NAND–OR/NOR logic in the same tile where this might be pos-
sible. For the time being, we therefore apply 2-way redundancy
techniques on horizontal NWs. As will be shown in the next
section, the yield of WISP-0 can still be improved considerably
with this hybrid approach.

V. EVALUATION

Using the design approaches described in Section IV, we can
incorporate the techniques into all circuits of WISP-0 [14]. We
used our NASIC CAD tools to modify WISP-0. To verify the ef-
ficiency of our fault-tolerance approaches, we developed a sim-
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Fig. 8. Yield achieved for WISP-0 with different techniques when only considering defective transistors.

Fig. 9. Yield achieved for WISP-0 with different techniques when only considering broken NWs.

ulator to estimate the yield of WISP-0 for different defect rates
and also considered other error sources.

A. Yield Evaluation of WISP-0

The simulation results for permanent defects are provided in
Fig. 8 (assumes defective FETs) and Fig. 9 (assumes broken
NWs). First we present results assuming defects are uniformly
distributed. Clustered defects are addressed in separate subse-
quent subsections.

The notation used is: stands for WISP-0 without re-
dundancy (or baseline); stands for WISP-0 with 2-way
redundancy; stands for 2-way redundancy plus
micro-scale TMR on the WISP-0 result; denotes a
design with EC using a Hamming distance of 3 on vertical NWs
and 2-way redundancy on horizontal NWs; and
denotes EC with a Hamming distance of 4 on vertical NWs and

2-way redundancy on horizontal NWs. While other combina-
tions are possible, we found these to be most insightful and rep-
resentative. The 2-way redundancy techniques also incorporate
the techniques discussed in Sections IV-B and IV-C

From the results, we can see that EC-based techniques
achieve the best overall yield. Compared with a 2-way re-
dundancy approach, the improvement of the hybrid approach

on the yield of WISP-0 is 12% when the
defect rate of transistors is at 2%, 76% at 5% defect rate, and
5 at 10%. Note that the improvement is greater for higher
defect rates.

As expected, EC with a Hamming distance of 4 (EC4) on
vertical NWs, achieves a better yield compared to EC3. The
improvement compared to 2-way is 12% when the defect rate of
transistors is at 2%, 103% at 5% defect rate, and 11 at 10%.
However, the rate of improvement is not as significant as for the
EC3 version—especially when the defect rate of transistors is
less than 10%.
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Fig. 10. WISP-0 density with different defect tolerance techniques.

TABLE I
TECHNOLOGY PARAMETERS

One possible explanation is that the likelihood of 3-bit errors
on vertical NWs is relatively small compared to 1 or 2-bit errors
for these rates, so the approach starts to have diminishing returns
despite the greater Hamming distance.

We simulated two different distributions of defective transis-
tors; we assumed that the stuck-on FETs are more prevalent
and simulated a relatively smaller fraction of stuck-off defects
(10% and 20% respectively) for the reasons we discussed in
Section III. In Fig. 8 (bottom graph), we can see that our tech-
niques are more efficient for stuck-on defects than for stuck-off
defects. EC based approaches perform well for defects based on
broken NWs but not as good as the combina-
tion. Similar to the case with 20% stuck-off FETs, broken NWs
are difficult to mask. However, as discussed in Section III, we
project stuck-off FET defects and broken NWs to be less preva-
lent than stuck-on FETs.

Some defect-masking techniques provide good yield im-
provement but require relatively large area overhead. For
example, as shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 micro-scale TMR
(implemented in CMOS at the output of WISP-0) combined
with 2-way redundancy achieves a somewhat higher yield than

in some scenarios. This comes, however, at a
cost of a 2.67 larger area than with (density
results will be detailed in the following section). Therefore, it
is important to understand the area overhead (or impact on den-
sity) of the different fault-tolerance techniques in conjunction
with their fault masking ability.

B. Comparison With Equivalent CMOS Processor

The normalized density of WISP-0 for the various scenarios
is shown in Fig. 10. Technology parameters used in the calcula-
tions are listed in Table I. To get a better sense of what the densi-
ties actually mean we show the density of an equivalent WISP-0
processor. We designed this processor in Verilog, synthesized it

to 180-nm CMOS. We derive the area with the help of the Syn-
opsys Design Compiler tool. Next, we scaled it to various pro-
jected technology nodes based on the predicted parameters by
ITRS, assuming area scales down quadratically. For the purpose
of this paper, we assume that the CMOS version of WISP-0 is
defect-free and no fault-tolerance technique is applied.

We can see from the results that the area overhead of adding
2-way redundancy for the nanoscale designs is roughly 3
when MWs in NASICs are assumed to have the same di-
mensions as MWs would have in 18-nm CMOS technology.
TMR-related overhead added to the nanoscale design brings an
extra 3 overhead because TMR requires 3 copies of nanoscale
blocks. A WISP-0 design based on requires
around 20% more area than one based on 2-way redundancy for
both horizontal and vertical NWs, but achieves a much better
yield.

Overall, the density of a NASIC based WISP-0 remains at
least 3 (without EC but with TMR) or 7 (with EC) greater
than the density of the corresponding CMOS processor at 18
nm.

C. WISP-0 Density-Yield Product Evaluation

To evaluate the tradeoff between yield improvement and area,
we also consider the yield and density together in a combined
metric. The yield–density product is a comprehensive indicator
for the efficiency of different defect-tolerance techniques; it rep-
resents the ratio between the benefit (yield of designs) and its
cost (area overhead).

The yield–density product results for various defect rates are
presented in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively. We can see that the
EC-based approaches, and , are sig-
nificantly more efficient than the other approaches, except for
relatively small defect rates. Compared to 2-way redundancy,
an approach based on improves the yield–den-
sity product by 52% when the defect rate of FETs is 5% and by
4.2 for a 10% rate. Clearly, different levels of defect rates may
require different defect-tolerance techniques: for defect rates
lower than 3%, 2-way redundancy appears to be sufficient.

When defect rates increase beyond 3%, EC with a Hamming
distance of 3 is desirable. If the defect rate is larger than 5%,
EC with a Hamming distance of 4 is the best choice. Future
NASIC CAD tools can take advantage of this and insert appro-
priate levels of defect tolerance depending on expected defect
rates.
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Fig. 11. WISP-0 yield–density products considering defective FETs.

Fig. 12. WISP-0 yield–density products considering broken NWs.

Fig. 13. A simple defect model for clustered defects; shows how defect prob-
abilities are decreasing for FETs and NWs further away from a cluster center.

D. NASICs With Clustered Defects

In our previous results we assumed that all defects are uni-
formly distributed. However, defects can also be clustered as a
group of adjacent FETs or a group of adjacent NWs could be
damaged during the manufacturing process. In a 2-way redun-
dancy scheme, if clustered defects make two redundant signals
faulty, these faults cannot be masked. However, if the same two
redundant signals are placed far-enough apart, clustered defects
will unlikely make them faulty simultaneously.

To evaluate the impact of clustered defects, we first introduce
a model for clustered defects. First, we set a probability for de-
fect clusters or cluster rate. FETs belonging to clusters would
have greater probabilities to be defective than in defect models
based on uniformly distributed defects. Intuitively, the proba-
bility of a FET being defective decreases with increasing dis-
tances from the center of the cluster it belongs to.

Fig. 13 shows how the probability of defects is modeled in
a cluster. Parameters of this model include , representing the
probability of defects in nodes adjacent to cluster centers, and

representing the maximum distance between the outmost de-
fective transistors or NWs and the center; also determines the
size of clusters.

E. WISP-0 Yield With Clustered Defects

Fig. 14 shows the yield of WISP-0 assuming clustered tran-
sistor defects; Fig. 15 shows the yield with clustered broken
NWs. The results indicate that our defect-tolerance techniques
also work for clustered defects/faults: the yield remains at
around 20% even when the cluster rate of transistors is 5% for
the parameters simulated. Note that each defect cluster may
have multiple defects.

The yield–density product of WISP-0 for clustered defects is
shown in Figs. 16 and 17. While the microscale TMR combined
with 2-way redundancy gives a somewhat
higher yield than (see Figs. 14 and 15), it achieves
a lower yield–density product due to its significantly higher area
overhead.

F. Impact of Transient Errors

We extended the yield simulator to provide an initial analysis
on the benefits of the built-in fault tolerance techniques for tran-
sient errors. This is shown in Fig. 18. The results indicate that we
could tolerate transient faults fairly well although the masking is
less effective than for permanent defects. On the other hand, we
expect these errors to be much less frequent than those caused
by permanent defects. One insight is that the system-level TMR
appears to have the best overall benefit for these types of errors.
The reason is that as these errors are random and transient, if an
error does not occur at the same time and same position across at
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Fig. 14. WISP-0’s yield for various cluster rates assuming defective transistors; clustered defects with parameters a = 0:2 and n = 2.

Fig. 15. WISP-0’s yield for various cluster rates when considering broken NWs; clustered defects with parameters a = 0:2 and n = 2.

Fig. 16. Yield–density product achieved for WISP-0 considering defective transistors; clustered defects with parameters a = 0:2 and n = 2.

least 2 copies, the system-level TMR voting could mask it—as-
suming that other errors are corrected.

G. Impact of Device Parameter Variation

The actual parameter variation for devices used in NASICs is
not known as yet. We can predict, however, based on deep sub-
micron CMOS processes, that process variation could cause sig-
nificant variations in the parameters of semiconductor NW de-
vices. Device parameter variation can impact a circuit’s speed/
delay, by making certain execution paths longer than expected.
Delay variation related faults are in many ways similar to those
caused by permanent defects except that they would be limited
to certain input combinations (using the circuit paths with longer
than acceptable delays). One can argue that the techniques pre-
sented in this paper would therefore be able to address such
faults. In fact, we estimate that we would be able to mask a
higher rate of faults caused by device parameter variations than

due to permanent defects, as only a subset of inputs would cause
errors as opposed to all inputs. As part of our future work, we
plan to model delay variation in NASIC circuits for an exact
analysis of the built-in fault tolerance techniques for these types
of faults.

VI. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

A. Impact of NW Pitch on Density

In the previous analyses, we assumed that the pitch between
NWs is 10 nm. While this has been demonstrated in the labo-
ratory, it will take time until we can reliably manufacture larger
designs at this scale (the same way as it took the semiconductor
industry decades to refine lithography to today’s resolution).
A larger NW pitch may come with lower defect rates and it
will also be significantly easier to manufacture. For example,
a 20-nm pitch design would require the NASIC metallization
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Fig. 17. Yield–density product achieved for WISP-0 when only considering broken NWs; clustered defects with parameters a = 0:2 and n = 2.

Fig. 18. Yield achieved assuming transient faults.

Fig. 19. Density comparison between NASIC WISP-0 assuming a 20-nm NW pitch and an equivalent CMOS WISP-0.

masks at 40-nm resolution: a much more doable undertaking
than 20 nm. On the other hand, as expected, a larger NW pitch
will result in lower overall density so it is important to under-
stand its impact at the system level.

The impact of a 20-nm NW pitch on density is presented
in Fig. 19. Note that the density of WISP-0 with any of the
EC-based approaches is still 2 better than 18-nm CMOS tech-
nology. This is a result of a high density interconnect structure
combined with high-density logic in a NW-based fabric. A plau-
sible option might be to start manufacturing at a relatively lower
density and gradually scale with improvements in nano manu-
facturing.

VII. DELAY AND POWER ESTIMATES

Delay and power estimation was done for the WISP-0 pro-
cessor built on Silicon NWs.

A NW-MW contact resistance of 10 k and resistivity values
of m and m for NiSi and Si respectively were

used in these calculations [21]. for a transistor of length
5 nm and width 4 nm was calculated to be around 4 k . An

resistance of 10 G was used [7]. A NW pitch of 10 nm,
an oxide layer thickness of 1 nm, and a dielectric constant of
2.2 were assumed. Table II summarizes all the parameter values
used in these calculations.

A. Delay Calculations

A lumped RC model was used for the worst-case delay anal-
ysis. Expressions from [7] were used for capacitance estimation.
These calculations take into account NW-NW junction capaci-
tances and relatively realistic coupling scenarios. The coupling
capacitance per unit length was found to be 39.04 pF/m. The
junction capacitance was found to be 0.652 aF.

Table III indicates the capacitive loading on each tile
of WISP-0 for different clock phases. During each phase,
there is one control NW and one or more datapath NWs
switching. In the table “Control NW (H)” refers to a Horizontal
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TABLE II
PARAMETER VALUES

TABLE III
CAPACITIVE LOADING (IN aF)

precharge/evaluate signal. Since the precharge and evaluate
control NWs in one plane are geometrically identical, the
capacitive loading on these NWs is the same. “Datapath NW
(V)” refers to datapath NWs in the vertical plane. The capac-
itive loading during precharge and evaluate is dissimilar for
datapaths owing to different lengths and coupling effects.

The lumped capacitance is in the range of ado-Farads, and as
expected, larger components such as the Register File (RF) are
more heavily loaded. Table IV shows the maximum delay for
the tiles of WISP-0 for a MW-NW contact resistance of 10 k .
“H-pre” and “V-pre” stand for horizontal and vertical precharge
phases respectively, “H-eva” and “V-eva” are horizontal and
vertical evaluate phases. All delays are in picoseconds.

In WISP-0, datapath lengths and the number of transistors
on each datapath are different. Consequently the delay varies
over a wide range of values. However, the performance of a
pipeline is determined by the slowest segment; in this case it is
the vertical plane of the RF ps . The operating
frequency assuming a 33% duty cycle (reflecting a clock needed
for a precharge-evaluate-hold control) is easily shown to be 69
GHz. It is expected that the frequency will be lower in practical
designs with longer datapaths and larger bitwidths.

The contact resistance of 10 k is a large contributor to the
overall delay for all nanotiles. It is expected that with improve-
ments in manufacturing, this value may be significantly reduced.
Table V tabulates the delay for all nanotiles without any contact
resistance.

When compared with the values in Table IV, it is clear that
even on the larger nanotiles, a large portion of the delay is due
to the contact resistance. For example, for the slowest segment
(“V-eva” of RF), the contact resistance contributes 25% of the
delay. On smaller nanotiles this effect is far more prominent
(75% for “H-pre” of the Program Counter tile or PC). The op-
erating frequency for the nanotile without contact resistance is
estimated to be 93 GHz.

TABLE IV
DELAY (ps)—ASSUMES CONTACT RESISTANCE

TABLE V
DELAY (ps)—NO CONTACT RESISTANCE

TABLE VI
DYNAMIC POWER CONSUMPTION (�W)

B. Power Estimation

The average dynamic power and the leakage power were esti-
mated for the tiles of WISP-0. Dynamic power calculations were
done for a 69 GHz operating frequency for a range of typical op-
erating voltages between 3 V–4.5 V—the voltage is estimated
based on the original NW FET papers. The expression used is

where is the operating frequency, is the capacitance on
the control NW and is the capacitance on a datapath NW.

is the number of datapath NWs switching simultaneously. In
cases where is variable (e.g., application specific), an average
value is chosen assuming a 50% switching probability.

Table VI shows the dynamic power consumption (in )
for the components of WISP-0 at the 69 GHz frequency. It is
seen that the Register File consumes maximum average dy-
namic power. This is due to a relatively large capacitive load
owing to the relatively large size of the tile. The power con-
sumption trends on the whole are orders of magnitude lower
than those seen in conventional CMOS technologies.

Leakage power consumption of NASIC tiles was estimated
for a supply of 4.5 V. An resistance of 10 G [7] was used
for the calculations. Table VII enumerates the calculated values
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TABLE VII
LEAKAGE POWER AT 4.5 V (nW)

for WISP-0. The high implies that the leakage power in
these circuits is negligibly small (in the order of nanowatts).

VIII. RELATED WORK

A. Nanoscale Devices for Computing

Some of the most promising underlying nanodevices today
targeting digital applications, potentially applicable in 2-D com-
puting fabrics, are based on semiconductor NWs (such as in
NASICs) and carbon nanotubes (CNTs). The diameters of NWs
and CNTs are in the order of a few nanometers, and their den-
sity can be as high as 100 billion [39]. The elec-
trical characteristics of NWs can be more reliably controlled
than those of nanotubes [2]; many researchers believe there-
fore that NW-based devices are easier to assemble into grids and
computing systems in general. Current control in NWs or CNTs
is realized by using gates formed in various ways, or by forming
diode junctions. FET behavior has been achieved using metallic
gates [40], [41] and crossing NWs or CNTs [2], [41]. By varying
the amount of oxide grown at their intersection, crossing CNTs
or NWs can be made such that one NW forms a diode with the
other, or one acts as a FET gate to the other, or they do not
couple at all [2]. Rapid progress is being made in the develop-
ment of feasible logic devices. Diode resistor logic was demon-
strated. At the same time restoring logic was introduced with
NW FET-resistor logic [2]. Avouris from IBM made important
progress toward low power logic by developing complementary
devices on the same nanotube and demonstrated a CMOS-like
nano-inverter [43].

B. Nanoscale Computing Fabrics

Table VIII shows the comparison of four recent fabric
styles. These include NASICs, NanoPLA [7], CMOL [9], and
a fabric proposed by HP/UCLA [31], [32]. Hewlett-Packard
Research has patented a molecular crossbar latch (Kuekes,
patent #6,586,965). NASICs use field-effect transistors (FETs)
at nanocrossbar junctions to implement logic, rather than
diodes or molecular switches such as proposed by NanoPLA
and CMOL. With exception of CMOL—that implements part
of the logic functions with CMOS cells connected with vertical
pins to a nanogrid implementing wired-OR logic—all other
fabrics assume the availability of FETs for either logic or signal
restoration. NanoPLA uses the FETs in the decoder logic: this is
required for addressing grid crosspoints and for reprogramming
the fabric around faults. NASIC is also different from the other
fabric schemes in the areas of fault tolerance and applications
targeted. While most fabrics rely on reconfigurable devices,
defect map extraction, and reconfiguration around defects,
NASICs use built-in fault-tolerance techniques at various levels
to mask faults. Only the NASIC approach might provide a
solution to address faults that are caused by non-permanent

defects such as device parameter variation related ones and
transient faults.

Most other fabrics are targeted and evaluated for logic
applications targeting FPGAs and comparison is often done
with CMOS FPGA logic. In contrast, the NASIC project and
fabric focuses on processor designs and datapath. All proposals
face various manufacturing difficulties at this time. The CMOL
fabric has lower requirements on alignment but uses a some-
what challenging 2-level interconnect solution—with different
height vertical pins that need to connect the CMOS cells to the
nano grid. The NanoPLA approach requires complex defect
map extraction and addressing decoder where all crosspoints
need to be reached. All fabrics with exception of NASICs
assume the availability of reconfigurable devices. All designs
use a variant of 2-level logic as underlying logic family.

C. Built-in Nanoscale Fault Tolerance

While there has been little work done on fault-tolerance
techniques for nanoscale fabrics, there has been a considerable
amount of work done in the field of coding for fault masking
in logic in the past. Much of it is based on restoring logic
following logic in which faults may occur [25], [26], [46].
These approaches are problematic when working with crossed
NW fabrics because the fault rates are expected to be so high
that the restoring logic would itself have faults in it. Systems
using residue codes either can only be used to detect errors
[27], or require complicated iterative processing to correct a
limited number of errors [28]. The most representative recent
related work (likely developed in parallel with this work) at
nanoscale is [18]; it focuses on built-in defect-tolerance at the
nanomicro interface. A comprehensive overview of fault toler-
ance techniques focusing primarily on deep sub-micron CMOS
is presented in [36]. In terms of the logic structure proposed,
the interwoven logic in [29] is the closest to the one used in our
work and the theory regarding critical and non-critical errors in
regular logic structures appears applicable.

IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we demonstrated a variety of built-in fault tol-
erance techniques on a NASIC-based processor. Our simula-
tion results show that we can tolerate faults from a variety of
sources and still achieve considerably higher density than in
an equivalent CMOS design at the end of the projected ITRS
roadmap. NASIC-based processors show great promise due to
the combination of fault-masking, high density, and scalability.
The density of NASIC-based designs scales with improvements
in nanomanufacturing. Our current focus is on exploring addi-
tional techniques for fault tolerance and addressing manufac-
turability issues. We are working on a second nano processor
with a larger bitwidth than WISP-0, incorporating additional
NASIC-related architectural innovations and circuit optimiza-
tions.
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